Curriculum Overview for Year 5 – September 2016
English
Writing

Reading
























Explore various genres, eg
newspaper reports, diary extracts,
non-chronological reports
Identify audience for writing
Select appropriate grammar and
vocabulary
Use organisational and
presentational devices to organise
text
Evaluate and edit writing – proof
read
Write legibly, fluently and with
increasing speed

Number
Read, write and order
numbers to 1,000,000
Read Roman numerals
Recognise and use square and cube
numbers
Round numbers to 1,000,000
Add and subtract whole numbers –
mental and written methods
Solve addition and subtraction multistep problems
Multiply and divide numbers mentally
Multiply and divide whole and decimal
numbers – mental and written method
Know and use prime numbers and
factors
Compare, order, add and subtract
fractions
Recognise %
















Spelling

Recognise more complex themes
when reading
Explore the language of literary
analysis, eg, metaphor, imagery
Make comparisons across and
within texts
Make predictions about texts
Draw inferences when reading
Identify how language, structure
and design contribute to the
meaning of a text
Participate in ‘Book Talk’







Apply knowledge of root words,
prefixes and suffixes
Knowing the common
exception words
Read further
exception words, noting the
unusual correspondences between
spelling and sound, and where
these occur in the word.
Re-read and read ahead to check
for meaning.



Read, write, order, compare a and
round decimal numbers (3 decimal
places)
Measurement
 Convert between different units of
metric measure
 Estimate volume and capacity
 Measure and calculate perimeter of
rectilinear shapes (m and cm)
 Calculate the area of rectangles
 Solve problems involving measure
 Solve problems involving time
Statistics
 Complete, read and interpret
information in tables
 Solve problems suing information
presented in a line graph

Lifecycles of
plants and animals
Changes in
humans as they develop and mature
Classify materials
Understand mixtures and solutions
Understand reversible and irreversible changes
Understand location and interaction of the Earth, Sun
and Moon
Explore gravity, resistance and mechanical forces
Investigate different changes in materials
Topics: All Living Things, Animals including Animals,
Properties and Changes in Materials, Earth and Space,
Forces.








Geometry
Identify 3Dshapes
Know angles are measured in
degrees
Draw given angles
Measure angles
Identify angles in a point, one whole
turn, a point on a straight line and a
½ turn
Explore position, reflection and
translation

Archaeological Adventures
 Select from and use a wide range of materials and
components

Understand and use mechanical systems
Where in the world
 Research and design products aimed at specific groups
 Prepare and cook savoury dishes
 Understand seasonality and where our food comes from

Our Active Planet
 Design a building to withstand an Earthquake

Modern







History
Archaeological Adventures
 Describe and make links between events, and changes
across periods.
 Identify and describe reasons for, and results of events
and changes.
 Use a variety of sources to find out about events, people
and changes
 Understand characteristics of periods and societies
studied
 Place events, people and changes into
correct periods of time
Where in the world
 Investigate the Mayan Civilization (AD 900)

Computing


Archaeological Adventures
 Develop drawing skills
Our active planet
 Plan, create and evaluate a sculpture
Where in the world
 Look at the work of famous artists, architects and
designers
 Develop use of colour mixing
 Develop use of
painting techniques

Design & Technology

Mathematics

Science


Art & Design

Dictionary Skills
Hobbies and Opinions
Develop writing
Engage in conversations
Where do you live and countries
Understand basic grammar

Physical







Languages

Education

Dance
Invasion Games
Gymnastics
Athletics
Fielding Games
Outdoor & Adventurous Activities








Design and create a computer
program/game
Create artwork and sound for a game
Become familiar with blogs as a medium
for writing
Develop research skills
Understand how search engines work
Develop familiarity with a simple CAD tool
E-safety

Geography
Archaeological Adventures
 Begin to understand human geography - tourism
 Locate world countries – human and physical features
Where in the world
 Features of rivers and the water cycle
 Use 4 and 6 figure grid references
Our Active Planet
 Map work – comparing places across the world
 Understanding and comparing physical landscapes.

Music







Listen to and analyse a range of music
Explore African and Asian percussion
instruments
Compare Western and Non-western musical
traditions
Develop skills to read musical notation
Recorders – improve technique

Religious

Education

Come & See
Catholic Primary RE Programme











Ourselves
Life Choices
Hope
Mission
Memorial Sacrifices
Sacrifice
Transformation
Freedom& Responsibility
Stewards

